
VLIV is a group of companies that operates in 
industry of manufacturing of metal constructions 
and municipal service machineries.  

VLIV is a group of companies 
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Company TK VLIV ltd. has a fully completed 
production cycle of manufacturing of RCVs and 
certificated under ISO 9001.  

ISO 9001 
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VLIV was founded in 1999 and at the moment it has 
more than 10 000 sq. meters manufacture capacities 
and about 100 team members at several production 
areas. 

VLIV has been founded in 1999 
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VLIV has a wide range of facilities 
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The laser complex Bystar 4025, for cutting of sheet 
material details of any configurations with precision 
± 0.1 mm. The maximum size of blank is 8000*2500 
mm. The maximum thickness of processing of black 
metals - 20 mm 

The laser complex 
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The tandem bending 640 t. capfcity machine gives 
the possibility to make operations bending of sheet 
metal length till 6600 mm and thickness up to 14 mm.  

The bending equipment 
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Digital control provision makes easy managing of 
the bending process. Convenient programs 
informational base supplies quick finding and call 
of programs for implementaion.  

The digital control guarantees the quality 
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The welding production equipped with 
semi-automated facilities.  

The semi-automated welding 
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RCV of VLIV differ in the loading type: rear 
and side; also in body capacities: 
  
Micro    5 – 8 cub. m. 
Super Mini    6,5 – 8 cub. m.  
Mini      8 – 12 cub. m.  
Medium  14 –17 cub. m.  
Super Medium   17,5 – 23 cub. m. 

RCV types 
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RCVs of VLIV production meets  
to the European design and quality standards. 

RCV 
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The technological process of VLIV RCV 
manufacturing has several steps: 

The technology process of production 
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1. Chassis arrive to company 
2. VLIV prepares chassis for installation of RCV 
3. VLIV produces steel parts of RCV 
4. The hydraulic supplies components arrive to VLIV 
5. VLIV mounts RCV body on chassis  
6. VLIV assembles the tailgate and hydraulic system on RCV 
7. VLIV starts-up and adjusts the hydraulic and testing the RCV 
8. VLIV paints the RCV 
9. VLIV tests and adjusts the RCV and prepares to delivery  
 to customers 

 



Chassis arrive to VLIV 
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As usual, the customers provide the own chassis, but 
VLIV can buy the chassis for customer directly from the 
chassis supplier. VLIV accepts any chassis of any 
brands. 



VLIV prepares chassis for installation of RCV 
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The chassis comes through required mainteance 
before installation of equipment. 



VLIV produces all steel parts of RCV 
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All of steel components are made in accordance to 
European drawings with modern laser cutting machine 
and digitals control bending machine that provides 
high quality of every detail and the RCV in general. 



Several worldwide famous companies supply all of 
certificated under ISO 9001 hydraulic components for 
RCVs which.  

Worldwide famous companies supply all of hydraulic components 
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After welding all steel parts are sand blasted and prime 
coated in three layers in order to avoid corrosion  

Sand blasting and prime coating 
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After anticorrosion processing the body is mounted on 
the chassis. The hydraulic system is completely 
assembled and set up according to drawings. 

Assembling 
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The VLIV technicians check and adjust every of 
hydraulic components 

Hydraulic adjustment 
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The painting is produced in special workshop with hot 
air drying. 

Painting 
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After painting, the rest of paint protection is removed, 
all lights and warning signs are installed, final tests 
start.  

Final adjustment 
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Final tests 
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During final tests, RCV is checking to serve bins from 60 l 
to 1100 l. Special laboratories check all of parameters 
which are regulated by the local legislation.  



For local market VLIV produces side loading RCV 
of different body capacities, for example, 

RCV Medium with 18 cub. m. body. 

Side loading RCV 
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RCV Mini with 12 cub. m. body 

Side loading RCV 
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RCV Super Mini with 8 cub. m. body 

Side loading RCV 
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For transportation of waste VLIV produce different 
type of trucks: RCV, hooklift, skiplift systems 

VLIV – new definition of cleanness 
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       RCV     Skiplift         Hooklift 



MULTILIFT installation on different chassis 

MULTILIFT installation 
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MULTILIFT – one truck and different functions 

MULTILIFT 
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VLIV provides to customers containers for household 
solid waste, bulky waste and waste of construction 

Containers 
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VLIV produces steel containers MGB 1100 that fits to all types 
of RCV and makes two types of containers’ coating: 

galvanization and enamel paintings. 

MGB 1100 
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Steel depot containers for selective collection of waste 

Depot containers 
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Bulky waste containers are designed for trucks  
with hook and skip lift systems 

Bulky waste containers production 
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